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Maytag, Kenmore, Amana, and a few other brands use many common parts manufactured by
FSP - and the basic designs haven't changed much so the same parts fit many different years thus there's a LOT of parts and design commonality across years and across brands. Not much
to say about these coils - if you need the parts Installed these as part of a Kenmore HE3 dryer
"refurb" - needed roller bearings, gas coils and the felt seals were wearing out you could see
daylight when I had the top pulled off - so while I had it apart drum has to come out I replaced
the thermistor, blower thermostat, hi-temp burner thermostat, pulley wheel, drum belt, drum
roller bearings, felt seals at both ends and the lint screen oh yea, and the light bulb Dryer is
over 17 yrs old and runs like new. No brainer - because my wife HAS to have a dryer that
matches the washer, for some reason See symptom and installation tips here. Worked on
Kenmore dryer appliance. Two Philips head screws with a plate to remove. A narrow or stubby
scredriver works best. Slide off and slide the new pair back on. Make sure you match the holes
at the top of the plate to the pimple on the top of each of these valves, and do not switch the
location of these one with 2 electrical connectors, the other with 3. Someone also mentioned
that an internal metal sleeve may come out along with these as you pull them up for removal,
but I did not have that problem. Original looked like there was some black soot underneath, and
I noticed that they were very hot to the touch do not know if this is normal. Symptom: Dryer
glow plug would glow bright orange, stay this way for about seconds, we would hear one click
sound, and the glow plug would stop glowing. No gas flame. It would try the same cycle a
minute later. This was intermittent, as when we used timed dry, it seemed to kick on at first, but
not always and in subsequent requests, it would not. Clothes would take forever to dry. For the
cost of this and the extra parts we ordered to keep on-hand, it saved us from having to call a
technician. After having the front access panel removed 4 screws it took a mere minutes to
install. Shipping USPS within 3 days. Fixed our Kenmore front loading gas dryer. The dryer
would heat when you first turned it on, but then would not heat again. You would see the
lighting coil turn red, and hear a slight buzz from the gas valve coils, but the gas would not turn
on. Test your coils with an Ohm meter. On the 2 pin coil the reading should be 1. My 3 pin coil
was bad. The Ohm meter would greatly fluctuate when taking this reading. Also with the new
coil, the buzzing went away. Amazon prime is great. Ordered on Friday, and the U. Mail
delivered the part on Sunday. The Issue: My dryer would heat up, but was taking a long time to
dry. I ordered both, since once I removed the front of the dryer and the drum, it's really easy to
swap out both parts and they are relatively inexpensive. There's several videos on how to
remove the front and the drum available on the Internet. Tools Needed: You'll need a phillips
head screwdriver to remove the coils. Results: I plugged in the dryer and it heated up as
expected and is working like new. Saved my beloved Maytag from the scrap heap. A new dryer
valve is pretty pricey and the one I had didn't leak. My dryer however, stopped heating, and that
required quick repair. If your dryer tries to start with the igniter glowing but the gas does not
flow then try a set of these coils. They DO go bad over time. My dryer started to function
perfectly right after the install. Very easy to do and you can view a tutorial on the internet.
Replacement of these coils does NOT open the gas line in the dryer either. As always be SURE
you unplug the dryer prior to this repair. Keep a spare set on hand, they are cheap, much
cheaper than a service call. We have a Whirlpool Duet gas dryer purchased in about It started
turning off the heat mid cycle. We almost thought it was shot, and thought about getting a new
one. Good thing I did some investigating on-line. This was the part that had failed, and it was a
very easy repair. Many of the dryer fixes are cheap and easy and there are a lot of helpful videos
on line to help you fix it yourself, step by step. Note: Be sure to save the metal center piece from
the old part. The new ones don't come with that. It won't work without it. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. The dryer would initially heat but not maintain temperature. I was
able to determine the gas flow controlled by the valve coils was not resuming after the initial
dryer startup. Recommendation is to replace them. The parts they are a pair came in a couple of
days and took about twenty minutes to install. They control the gas valves and are not the gas
valves themselves; there is no gas fitting involved with installation. The dryer has worked
perfectly since the part replacement. Report abuse. When my dryer wasn't working the way it
was supposed to, I was worried that I would have to pay a repair man or buy a new one. I did
some research online and found out that this valve coil should do the trick. Shipping to Canada
was listed at over two weeks, but I was pleasantly surprised when it came in less than one. My
dryer now works perfectly! The product was exactly as described and came quickly. The part
was defective, which made a very unhappy wife. I tried emailing them numerous times and no
response. Customers who bought this item also bought. Frigidaire Igniter for Range, 1, white.
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